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Abstract
Purpose: to study callanetics as modern direction in girl students’ physical education.
Material: in the research 1st year girl students of age 16-17 years (n=35) participated. The girls were trained in Callanetics sport circle twice a week in free time. Every training lasted 60 minutes. The program was designed for 72 hours and contained: theoretical part, practical part, control part, tasks for independent work and eating recommendations.
Results: motives for girl students’ practicing callanetics were found. We registered positive changes in anthropometric indicators, power abilities and flexibility. After two months’ training body mass of girl students reduced. We showed need in changing physical culture trainings’ forms and methods in universities. It is offered to actively use static-dynamic exercises.
Conclusions: when fulfilling callanetics exercises one should strictly follow a number of methodic techniques, which will increase trainings’ effectiveness and make them health related.
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Introduction
Starting adult life by first year students is an important step, requiring mobilization of young organism’s all systems and organs. First year of study in higher educational establishment is usually connected with student’s adaptation to new life conditions and life positions’ formation in student’s personality. In this period, physical culture teacher plays especial role of pedagogue, orator and animator in one person. It permits to stimulate student for formation valuable attitude to personal motor functioning, to cultivate demand in regular physical culture practicing.
Seeking of new of physical education innovative technologies, which would be of health related character and meet youth’s requirements are important problem for teachers [10, 11, 14, 18]. Physical culture classes shall motivate students for systemic physical exercises’ practicing. A number of scientific works is devoted to new approaches to students’ physical education. The authors note that at physical culture classes more attention shall be paid to cultivation students’ personal components of healthy life style [16, 17, 25]. Besides, scientists found that both: traditional physical culture lessons and specialized ones approximately equally influence on formation of healthy life style personal components in students.
To fight successfully with students low physical condition and poor health authors recommend to use HOT IRON exercises, which positively influence on girls and boys’ power and endurance [25]. Besides, positive influence of health related trainings, based on aqua-aerobic, on students’ physical workability is noted [28]. Chinese health related gymnastic Wushu, practiced barefoot and under musical accompaniment, improves students’ self feeling and increases their psychic and physical workability [23]. That is why it would be purposeful to use fitness Yoga programs for girl students [30].

In recreational and health related spheres of students’ physical education special place is taken by callanetics and Pilates. Pilates positive influence on cardio-respiratory indicators of healthy students is mentioned in many works [21, 24]. The authors note that after 10 weeks’ course indicators of heart beats rate improved (135.4–124.2 bpm) as well as breathing coefficient (1.1–0.9). Pilates practicing weakens stress, anxiety, fatigue and improves students’ self-feeling and motivation [15, 21, 26, 27].
Theoretical principles of motivation’s formation for callanetics practicing by students are regarded in other works [5, 8]. Their authors note that insignificant intensity and easiness of callanetics exercises permit to recommend them for application at physical education trainings of students with posture disorders [4, 10, 11].
Analysis of literature sources showed that fitness directions have become an important reserve of physical culture health related-recreational system for students.
In connection with the above mentioned it seems to be relevant to work out author program “Callanetics” and implement it in girl students’ physical education.
Hypothesis: it is assumed that for successful strengthening of students’ physical condition, physical fitness and health it is necessary to change physical culture forms and methods in universities. It is offered to actively apply static-dynamic exercises – CALLANETICS. This system implies fulfillment of exercises without objects, with dumbbells and balls. It facilitates development of girl students’ flexibility, strength and power endurance.
The purpose of the work is to study callanetics as modern direction in girl students’ physical education.

Material and methods
Participants: in the research 1st year girl students of age 16-17 years (n=35) participated. By results of medical examination all girl students were related to main health group (having no health problems) and preparatory health group (with insignificant health problems).
Organization of the research: in the research 1st year girl students of age 16-17 years (n=35) participated.
Before the researches we analyzed students’ medical records for recent five years. Than we questioned first year students to find their interests and motives for systemic motor functioning practicing.

Main research was fulfilled in October-November 2016-2017 academic year. Girl students attended Callanetics sport circle twice a week in free time. Every training took 60 minutes and consisted of warming up, main part and final part (with breathing and relaxation exercises).

As the base of callanetics program we used psychological-pedagogic pre-conditions of formation of motivation for physical culture practicing [7]. The program includes targeted, functional and resulting blocks.

Targeted block is a spectrum of targets and tasks to be realized in formation of motivation for callanetics practicing. The main tasks of this block are:
1. Determination of girl students’ health by medical examination;
2. Finding of motives and reasons influencing on practicing different kinds of physical activity;
3. Stage-by-stage control of power abilities, flexibility and functional indicators’ level.

Functional block components:
1. Training: training of exercises and development of physical qualities. It implies: formation of knowledge about callanetics as a mean of student’s physical education and personal physical culture as well as working out of program-methodic complex for callanetics training.
2. Cognitive – includes formation of students’ knowledge about callanetic exercises’ application in physical education, independent trainings, optimization and increase of own organism’s functional potentials in learning and working life activity.
3. Axiological – means formation students’ ideas about physical culture and callanetics as means of health protection and improvement, rational eating and avoiding harmful habits. Such understanding shall become an integral part of healthy life style.
4. Motivational component includes formation of firm interest and desire to practice callanetics as means of physical form, good self feeling and mood sustaining.

Resulting block implies receiving data of all blocks. Further analysis of these data will permit to conclude about effectiveness of the worked out and implemented in practice complex “Callanetics”.

In our research we registered girl students’ weight-height indicators, results of strength and flexibility testing. Strength was tested with the following exercises: 1) “incomplete torso rising” from lying on back position, arms are stretched along torso, hands touch starting mark. Girl student raises head and shoulders with lower edge of shoulder blades being immobile. The quantity of risings is registered. 2) “Lying on forearms” Initial position (I.p.) is lying on forearms, with feet parted on width of hip joints. Girl student takes position of “plank” with the back of the head, shoulders, shoulder blades and buttocks being on one line. No arching in lumbar spine is admitted. The time of keeping such position is registered. 3) “Pressing ups in lying position”, quantity of times. For backbone flexibility traditional test was used: ‘forward bending. I.p. was sitting position with legs parted.

Statistical analysis: was fulfilled with the help of Excel program. We calculated mean arithmetic (Xav); error of mean arithmetic (m), variation coefficient (V). Differences between mean values were assessed with Student’s t-test.

Results
On initial stage of our research we fulfilled analysis of girl students’ health fir recent five years. We analyzed medical records of 1349 first year girl students. Medical personnel of the university traditionally distribute students into health groups: main, preparatory and special. Separately there exists group of therapeutic physical culture for students with in-born health problems.

As we can see in fig., the quantity of healthy students is reducing. For example for recent five academic years percentage of main group students decreased from 88.62% (at the beginning of 2011-2012 ac. yr.) to 68.7% (in 2015-2016 ac. yr.). Percentage of students with light health problems (preparatory health group) changed in heterochronic way. At the same time percentage of special health group students increased more than two times (from 6.4% to 15.1%).

![Fig.1. Students’ distribution into health groups for recent five academic years 2011-2016](image)

A – main group; B – preparatory group; C – special group; D – group of therapeutic physical culture (TPC); HG – health groups.
At the beginning of 2011-2012 ac. yr. there were registered single cases (0.6%), when, by results of medical examination, students, in connection with heavy diseases, were oriented on therapeutic physical culture. During period of study the quantity of such students increased several times (up to 3.2%). Especially troublesome is the fact that, by different reasons, students often disguise their actual health state.

First year of study requires formation of contact between teacher and student, cultivation of healthy life style skills in students, application of innovative technologies in physical education sphere.

Then we carried out questioning for understanding motives for active practicing of physical culture (callanetics in particular). As the main motives, students called: wish to have handsome constitution”, “receive positive emotions through movements”, “to be healthy”, “it is in fashion to watch oneself”.

On the base of questioning results and medical records’ analysis we worked out program-methodic complex “Calanetics” for first year students. The program is designed for 72 hours and includes theoretical, practical and control parts as well as tasks for independent work and eating recommendations.

Callanetics is slow, quiet gymnastic with static loads. Such trainings facilitate strengthening of muscles and reduction of body mass and volume. The trainings are of traditional structure: preparatory part, main part and finalizing part. Duration of training is 60 minutes.

When training, it is necessary to observe some methodic techniques:

1. Callanetics is a gymnastic of uncomfortable positions and requires constant concentration of attention in every exercise;
2. Loads’ intensity and duration shall be increased gradually. Load increment shall be 3-5% every week. At initial stage, minimal time for every posture shall be 30 sec. and be increased gradually up to 100 sec.;
3. Static-dynamic character of movements implies fulfillment of exercises in static regime of muscles’ work. If movement is necessary, it shall be smooth. Sharp movements are not recommended. Traveling shall not be more than 1-2 cm;
4. Main part shall ensure variability of exercises. Traditional complex of callanetics system consists of 30 exercises of different orientation: exercises for muscles’ warming up (6); exercises for abdomen muscles’ strengthening (4), for legs (6), for thighs and buttocks (5); stretching exercises (6); “Belly dance” exercises (3). Recent years, callanetics specialists have started to use exercises from Yoga and Pilates. It significantly expanded such trainings’ influence on human organism. If training consists of traditional exercises, their quantity can be 7 – 12. If instructor uses exercises from other systems, the quantity of exercises can reach 20 and more.
5. Muscular groups of all body parts shall be involved in every training;
6. Shallow, calm breathing plays important part in callanetics. In every exercise it is necessary to breathe rhythmically, but without any pauses. It is up to student to choose correlation of inhales and exhales: 1:1, 1:2 or 1:3. Power element of exercise shall be accompanied by exhale; relaxation – by inhale. At initial stage of training it is recommended to use correlation: 1 inhale to 1 exhale. With experience and fulfilling exercises for abdomen muscles it is recommended to use correlations 1:2 and 1:3.
7. Every training shall include special time for exercises for diaphragm breathing and for flat foot prophylaxis. As relaxation between exercises the following exercises for backbone relaxation are practiced: grouped rolls with different amplitude, self-massage and massage.
8. Practically all exercises, except stretching, require taking callanetics classic stance – the so-called “oppositional stretching” [2]. It shall be mastered in the first training. In fulfillment of motor task it is necessary to control correctness of this stance during all exercise.
9. Trainings shall be systematic. Only regular trainings can give maximal effect. That is why in vacation time callanetics trainings shall be practiced independently, at home.

Results of health related motor functioning practicing are realization of student’s demands and motives, which made him/her to train: improvement of self-feeling, reduction of body volume, absence of pains and so on. To ensure objectiveness of organism changes’ assessments we introduced tests in “Callanetics” complex. Assessment of physical condition is possible with control over anthropometric indicators: body length and weight. The Quetelet index is calculated by these two indicators. By results of Quetelet index body composition is assessed [9]; circumference of relaxed arm, circumference of waist, buttocks, thigh and shin. Development of physical qualities is assessed with tests for joints mobility: forward torso bending from sitting position (standing on bench); arms positioning behind back. Muscular strength is determined with the following tests: incomplete torso rising; pressing ups in lying position; keeping of “plank” posture on forearms or arms. Functional potentials of respiratory system are assessed with the following tests: vital capacity of lungs (VCL); Stanger and Genchi tests [6]. In the course of trainings students often change initial position from lying to sitting. Functional efficiency of reflex mechanisms of haemo-dynamic regulation and excitability of sympathetic innervations centers can be effectively estimated with the help of orthostatic test.

In table 1 weight-height indicators of girl students are presented as well as results of strength and flexibility testing.

Analysis of initial data shows certain body mass excess in 17 years age girl students. For the analysis we used Quetelet index for people of different age [9]. After two months’ trainings we observed increase of girls’ mean body length value and reduction of body mass in average by 1.4 kg. It facilitated reducing of body mass index.

Girls power abilities changed positively. In exercises “Incomplete torso rising” results increased by 13.2%. It means improvement of abdomen muscles’ power endurance (power center). Indicators of exercise...
Lying on forearms" increased by 20%. Besides, backbone flexibility increased that is witnessed by results of test "forward torso bending from sitting position".

**Discussion**

Students more and more often wish to practice modern and creative kinds of sports, forming motivation for systematic trainings.

The breadth of the problem of students health worsening is proved also by results of our studies. In opinion of a number of scientists in post-Soviet HEES more than 50% of students have health problems [29, 30]. The authors say that such situation results from crisis state of physical education system [5, 14, 20]. The data, received by us, prove correctness of such opinions. It is connected with the fact that one academic lesson a week is quite insufficient for sustaining optimal physical form of a student.

We have worked out authors program “Callanetics” and implemented it into practice of girl students' physical education. This kind of motor activity is popular in fitness field and can be one of variants of students’ motivating for systemic physical culture practicing [3, 5]. Results of our researches prove the opinion about usefulness of modern approaches to students’ physical education application (principle “motivation instead of compulsion”) [20, 32].

Our results prove the data about possible application of different fitness kinds in students’ teaching [28-31]. There are data about effective callanetics’ application for osteoporosis prophylaxis in second maturity women (44-55 years) [1]. Exercises’ fulfillment smoothly without sharp jerks, in static and static-dynamic modes – is characteristic peculiarity of callanetics exercises. These exercises are directed at micro contraction of surface and deep muscles. It results in quick reduction of deep fat layers [8]. Our researches prove this fact. The reason of body length change is oppositional stretching of backbone, preceding and finalizing nearly every exercise. Besides, our data and results of other research [2] witness about positive influence of callanetic exercises on students’ physical condition (reduction of body mass).

**Conclusions:**

Analysis of medical records showed progressing decrease of healthy girl students’ quantity. Alongside with it, with every year more and more girl students become member of special health groups and so, they are recommended to practice therapeutic physical culture.

Questioning results permitted to find main motives, on which girl students based, when choosing callanetics training: “desire to have handsome body constitution”, “receive positive emotions through movements”, “to be healthy”, “it is in fashion to watch oneself”.

Fulfillment of callanetics exercises requires observation of a number of methodic techniques, which make trainings effective and health related. Distinctive feature of such exercises is correct breathing and keeping working posture.

Two months’ cycle of callanetics practicing permitted to register insignificant increase of body length mean indicator and reduction of body mass. These trainings also rendered positive influence on strength and backbone flexibility of girl students.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Xav</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Xav</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Xav</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After 8 trainings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>After 16 trainings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropometrical indicators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body length, cm</td>
<td>166,7</td>
<td>4,69</td>
<td>2,81</td>
<td>166,76</td>
<td>4,64</td>
<td>2,78</td>
<td>167,0</td>
<td>4,60</td>
<td>2,75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass, kg</td>
<td>63,73</td>
<td>6,44</td>
<td>10,1</td>
<td>63,13</td>
<td>5,92</td>
<td>9,37</td>
<td>62,33</td>
<td>4,87</td>
<td>8,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet index</td>
<td>23,17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22,95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22,34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power abilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomplete torso rising, times</td>
<td>24,2</td>
<td>4,88</td>
<td>20,16</td>
<td>25,26</td>
<td>4,26</td>
<td>16,86</td>
<td>27,0</td>
<td>3,87</td>
<td>14,33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lying on forearms, sec.</td>
<td>22,13</td>
<td>5,52</td>
<td>24,9</td>
<td>23,67</td>
<td>4,23</td>
<td>17,87</td>
<td>26,66</td>
<td>3,24</td>
<td>12,15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressing ups in lying position, times</td>
<td>8,8</td>
<td>1,37</td>
<td>15,56</td>
<td>9,53</td>
<td>1,06</td>
<td>11,12</td>
<td>10,33</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>7,84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward torso rising from sitting position, cm</td>
<td>11,26</td>
<td>2,52</td>
<td>22,2</td>
<td>11,93</td>
<td>1,90</td>
<td>15,92</td>
<td>12,33</td>
<td>1,54</td>
<td>12,52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: mean arithmetic (Xav); error of mean arithmetic (m); variation coefficient (V)
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